400 Equine Stable
Cleaner

400 Equine Stable
Cleaner

Let Patz handle your manure so you don’t have to!

Let Patz handle your manure so you don’t have to!

Reduce or eliminate the need to manually
pitch manure/bedding from the stable!

Reduce or eliminate the need to manually
pitch manure/bedding from the stable!

Adapts to many layouts.

Adapts to many layouts.

Reduce time spent cleaning your stable.

Reduce time spent cleaning your stable.

Reduce odors.

Reduce odors.

Reduce flies.

Reduce flies.

Enjoy more time with your horses!

Enjoy more time with your horses!

We installed four systems
on our equine hospital. They
are very reliable and easy to
maintain. We would definitely
purchase another Patz stable
cleaner if needed.
-Mike Peel, Maintenance

Supervisor Hagyard-Davidson
McGee Equine Hospital

Patz equine stable cleaners automatically convey your
manure to a waiting spreader or receptacle.

Patz equine stable cleaners automatically convey your
manure to a waiting spreader or receptacle.

Performance guaranteed by an outstanding 15-year
(5-year full) written chain warranty, backed by a
reputable company!

Performance guaranteed by an outstanding 15-year
(5-year full) written chain warranty, backed by a
reputable company!

Proven Performance You Can Count On!
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We installed four systems
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are very reliable and easy to
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purchase another Patz stable
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-Mike Peel, Maintenance
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McGee Equine Hospital
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9427 Chopper

9427 Chopper

Save labor and time—chop and
spread a bale quickly and easily!

Save labor and time—chop and
spread a bale quickly and easily!

Save material—each bale covers
more area!

Save material—each bale covers
more area!

Increase absorbency—with
uniform coverage.

Increase absorbency—with
uniform coverage.

Long-life, reversible Quadra-Shark® blades!
Patented one-piece, four-point, reversible, serrated
blade designed for chopping and long life.
Rotor Assembly
The rotor assembly has 20 rotor blades
(80 cutting edges) in a spiral mounting
to provide fast, efficient cutting. The
rotor speed of 2,850 RPMs cuts at a
high-volume rate.

3 HP single phase electric motor available.

Long-life, reversible Quadra-Shark® blades!
Patented one-piece, four-point, reversible, serrated
blade designed for chopping and long life.

Quadra-Shark® is a registered
trademark of Patz Corporation.

Rotor Assembly
The rotor assembly has 20 rotor blades
(80 cutting edges) in a spiral mounting
to provide fast, efficient cutting. The
rotor speed of 2,850 RPMs cuts at a
high-volume rate.

3 HP single phase electric motor available.

Transports easily wherever you need it!

Transports easily wherever you need it!

Flip up deck for easy access to rotor.

Flip up deck for easy access to rotor.

Convenient flip up bale rack for carrying extra bale.

Convenient flip up bale rack for carrying extra bale.

Adjustable discharge doors.

Adjustable discharge doors.

Additional models available, ask for details.

Additional models available, ask for details.
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All controls are grouped together for
convenient, easy operation. A (Class
ABC Rated) fire extinguisher is standard
equipment.
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www.parklakeequipmentsales.ca

Quadra-Shark® is a registered
trademark of Patz Corporation.

All controls are grouped together for
convenient, easy operation. A (Class
ABC Rated) fire extinguisher is standard
equipment.
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